	
  

ON TARGET

Newsletter of the Buffalo Rifle Association of Australia Issue 23 – Nov. 2014

APERTURE

BULLET-IN

FREIGHT FRIGHT

!

The inaugural BRAA Christmas Dinner at Cooyal was
a huge success it is only unfortunate that we had so
few to enjoy it. But enjoy it we did, roast turkey, ham,
veggies, stuffing all prepared and cooked by chef
Gavin and sous chefs Bill and Brendan. Followed up
with hot pudding and a nice tawny port to top it off –
well done guys. Since we were all ‘stuffed’ we
postponed the dancing girls for another time.
Christmas in July?

!

The Long Range Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Official Rules for Competition (Revised) 2014 have
been finally agreed and approved by the SSAA. The
Rules are now up on the Buffalo Rifle Association of
Australia website for your perusal.

!

Alternative Prizes.

We have all done it, got on the web looking for that new
thingo and WOW! … that re-loading die set is only US$45
and the local gun shop wants $95 for it and it’s not in stock
either. But here’s the catch, we know we have to do the
conversion and at the current rate your credit card
provider will charge like a wounded bull. So at say 0.83c it’s
going to cost about AU$54, still a great deal. But wait,
there’s more, they want WHAT!!! for freight. Now, it’s
hardly worth the trouble.
The thing is that there is often a standard or minimum
freight cost. So many times we have received a small item
in a huge box, that’s because the supplier has opted for a
standard size and capacity package. Which means that we
could fit a lot more stuff in the same package. So along with
my ‘die set’, for example we could maybe fit is a LR soule
sight, or some wads – whatever.
So what to do? Try this on for size. When next you want to
buy something from Buffalo Arms or Sagebrush or Montana
Vintage Arms, or whoever, consider telling us at BRAA via
an email to any of the Committee members. Then we can
circulate your intention, anonymously if you like, and
others may like to get on board and share the cost of the
freight. We will then put the ‘buyers’ in touch with one
another and they can work out the details.
The only possible difficulty would be an equitable split of
the freight cost. I suggest that it be done by dollar value
rather than trying to analyze the weight or volume.

Our traditional Whiskey Shoots in future will have
optional prizes. Some very interesting books will be
available for those winners who choose not to
partake of the amber fluid. You have to be in to win it.

What do you think? Any ideas? Let’s try some.
…………………………………………………………….. S/f

CLASSIFIEDS (Reply to Editor)
For Sale (All at very reasonable prices)
!

Parker Hale Volunteer in .451"

!

Pedersoli Rolling-block in 40-65 WCF, with
reloading dies and case forming die.

	
  

Lee 1000 progressive press, minor parts missing.

!

(but not often)

President:
Secretary/Treasurer:
Captain:
Publicity:
Committee:

Armi Sports Sharps in 45-70

!

Wanted

Sugarfoot really does drink Sarsaparilla

THE POSSE

!

20-60 x 80 Power spotting scope.

CONTACTS:
Gary Vandersluis
Bill Sherman
Jim Skyrm
Paul Radin
Brendan Sforcina

Mobile:
Mobile:
Website:
Email:
Post:
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0418 270 968
0418 257 330
www.buffalorifles.com.au
info@buffalorifles.com.au
PO Box 700, Mona Vale NSW 2103

SHOT TO BITZ
We tried for an early start on Sunday morning and got off
about 8:00 after a hearty breakfast. Gavin was chief cook
and as usual, a great job

COOYAL IN NOVEMBER – Bloody Hot
The Cooyal November Whiskey Shoot started out hot and
got even hotter as the weekend progressed. A few last
minute dropouts due to illness were unfortunate and meant
that we had only six members and Gary brought along a
visitor who shot the match using Gary’s rifle. We were
shooting 600, 700, 800 and 900 in that order. There was no
offhand event.

On Saturday we were able to spot 3 & 5 point scoring shots,
however the 800 and 900 proved more difficult, especially
with the heat haze. So we opted for just ‘hits’ and 3 points
anywhere on the buff. No ‘heart’ shots could be recorded.
On the 800 line it was warming up, both ways. Gary shot a
very creditable 8/10 – 24. The closest anyone else got was
5/10 – 15, namely Paul R, Gavin & Bill.

The 600 event proved to be a mixed bag with scores ranging
from 35, good one Bill, to as low as 17. Gavin came a close
second with 34 and Paul R trailed a bit on 28.

Despite a little shade at the 900 line the temperature kept
climbing and by the finish of the shoot we were in mid 40’s.
In any case Paul R top scored with 6/10 – 18, followed by
Gary and Brendan both on 12.

On the 700 line Paul R lucked it in with 24, closely followed
by Gary on 21. The 700 proved difficult for some probably
because the temperature was rising. And rise it did to 42°C
making it very uncomfortable.

Worth a mention here was Brendan who shot a personal
best at each distance, well done mate.

Because of the late start *(see Footnote below) and elevating
temperatures it was unanimously decided to postpone the
800 yd event till Sunday morning, an early start envisaged
to beat the heat.

Final results are tabulated below. Paul R took the whiskey
home, but only just.

700 y

800 y

900 y

The scheduled pistol side event was shot throughout the
afternoon. We had a choice of centrefire, rimfire and air
pistol handguns. Brendan scoped the pool with a score of 21
and maintains bragging rights till the next one.

600 y

NOVEMBER RESULTS

TOTAL

1st

Paul R

28

24

15

18

76

2nd

Gary

17

21

24

12

74

3rd

Gavin

34

12

15

9

70

3rd

Bill

35

9

15

6

65

5th

Brendan

26

11

9

12

58

6th

Bob

22

12

12

6

52

7th

Luke

17

3

12

3

35

POSN.

NAME

With all guns cleared, cleaned and put away it was happy
hour which lasted more than one. A few cold ones heralded
the great meal to come – our Christmas Turkey banquet (too
good to call it a dinner).

*FOOTNOTE
Due to personal reasons I was scheduled to arrive for
the match by about 8:30 am Sat. But owing to a
mechanical failure my vehicle had to be left in Mudgee
for the weekend. Gavin and Luke kindly retrieved my
gear and me from Mudgee, so I was able to join the shoot
late. I shot the 600 yd event on arrival and joined the
others on the 700 yd line. Many thanks Guys………..S/f
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ON THE LINE

ACCOMMODATION
Usual accommodation is on the range; bunkhouse, camping,
caravanning, etc. Also the Cooyal Pub Ph. 6373 5353 offers
a range of accommodation and Yarrawonga Cedar Cottages
are close by yarrawongacottages.com.au. There are many
other alternative ‘digs’ in the Mudgee area.

Note! The following dates and arrangements are subject
to change from time to time depending on prevailing
conditions etc. Every effort will be made by your
Committee to advise any changes well prior to the event.
It is also advisable to check this calendar with each issue
of “On Target”
CALENDAR 2015
Jan.
24/25 Cooyal “B” 7,5,3+9 s/e Muzzle Loaders
Feb.
21/22 Cooyal “P” 8,6,4+10 s/e Shotgun
April
5/6 Canberra “P” s/e (4th) SSAA Silhouette tbc
April
25/26 Cooyal “B” Mini Quigley s/e Quigley Bucket
May
23/24 Nioka “B” ‘Champagne Shoot’ s/e .22 rifle
June
27/28 Cooyal “P” 7,6,4+10 s/e Lever Rifle
July
25/26 Cooyal “P” 6,5,4+7 s/e Shotgun
Aug.
22/23 Cooyal “B” 8,6,3+10 s/e Lever Rifle
Sept.
19/20 Nioka Billy Dixon+AGM s/e .22 rifle
Oct.
24/25 Cooyal “P” 8,7,6+9 s/e Pistol tba
Nov.
28/29 Cooyal “B” 6,5,3+9 s/e Shotgun
Dec.
No match.
Note! In each match;
•
“B” means shot on buffalo plate
•
“P” means shot on paper targets
•
the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
•
the match will be shot in that order
•
‘+’ separates Sat & Sun
•
“s/e” means side event (duh!).

THE MATCH
On Saturday starting about 9:00 we will shoot from 700 yds,
followed by 500 yds both off sticks and finally 300 yds offhand. On Sunday, starting about 9:00 we will shoot 900 yds.
All will be shot on the “B” (Buffalo Plate) making it a gong
shoot. Subject to availability of spotting/VDU viewing
equipment, scoring will be as usual, 3 for a hit on the plate
and 5 for a centre “heart” hit. If the spotting equipment is
not available, then, at 900 yds, we will count only ‘hits’ at 3
points to avoid controversy.

JANUARY SHOOT at COOYAL
Come along to Cooyal on January 23rd, 24th and 25th for the
start of the BRAA new year, you will be home in time for
Australia day celebrations on Monday 26th.

RULES

LOCATION

As advised earlier in the newsletter SSAA sanctioned Match
Rules are now available on the BRAA website. If you do not
have access to the internet then please contact a Committee
member who will endeavor to provide a copy by post.

Who doesn’t know where Cooyal is ??? If you don’t, you
should be bloody well ashamed of yourself! If you get this
newsletter monthly then WHY haven’t you been to one of
our shoots??? No excuses, come along and have some fun –
that’s what we’re here for, shoot smokeless if you like.

SET-UP & PRACTICE
Generally people start arriving early afternoon on Friday.
There is always plenty to do in setting up the range for the
weekend shoot and any assistance would be greatly
appreciated by those (very) few who always seem to be the
ones setting up. As soon as we are set-up, un-official practice
can begin providing the usual range safety rules are
observed and there is more than one person on the firing
line.

SIDE EVENT
In January at Cooyal we will have a side event for
muzzleloaders, both rifles and pistols. Bring them along for
some additional fun after the main shoot on Saturday.
Not to worry if you don’t have a ML, I’m sure that those who
do will be happy to assist for the event.

COSTS
As in the past the cost for the shoot will be $30 covering the
range fees, targets, paint, and other sundry items required
to maintain the facility. Meals will be catered for at $5 each
for a hot breakfast and/or lunch. The evening meal on
Friday will be taken at the pub. Saturday night the 24th may
well be a dinner on the range. This will be decided and
advised in January prior to the match.
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BISON TALES

GUNSMITH

Great Buffalo Hunters of the old West

Shooting Offhand

#3 John Lyman “Jack” Bridges

Shooting is a bit like golf, just as frustrating too sometimes.
In order to win a match, you have to get a reasonable score
in each event. Blow one range (hole) and you have to work
pretty hard at all the rest to score well overall. Mostly it just
doesn’t happen. My nemesis (among many) is usually the
offhand and I’m sure there are a few more of us still trying
to work this out.
I recently read an article on shooting offhand and thought I
would extract a few of the main suggestions for us to try
over the next few events. Choose or ignore any or all of
these points, but even a couple adopted may work for you.

Jack Bridges was born in Maine on July 4th 1839. In his
early life he was a sailor but with the beginning of the Civil
War in 1861 he jumped ship and headed west to Springfield
Missouri where he enlisted in a militia unit. Jack was
captured at the battle of Springfield on September 20th 1861
but managed to escape and joined the notorious band of
Guerillas known as the Red Legs so named for the red yarn
leggings they wore over their boots. Unlike some guerrilla
bands the Red Legs who terrorized the Kansas Missouri
border were militants who refused to join units officially
sanctioned by the US army. Later Bridges became a
Detective for the US army stationed at Kansas City.

Palm Rest
Stand comfortably on the firing line with the rifle generally
towards the target. Close your eyes and settle into a
perfectly natural position. Open your eyes and if the sights
do not line up with the target, adjust the palm rest forward
or back to align the target.

After the war Bridges lived in Lawrence Kansas and then
moved west in 1867. He became an Army Scout at Fort
Dodge and during the Indian War of 1868 he served as a
lieutenant with a Kansas Militia company stationed at Fort
Hays.
In February 1869 he and two trapping partners were
attacked by 17 Cheyenne warriors and during the fight he
was lanced in the shoulder and seriously injured when his
horse fell.

Position
Try to position yourself so that your legs are straight and
not too spread. Weight should be evenly distributed so that
the leg bones carry the weight thus reducing muscular
strain. The forward foot needs to be at about 45 degrees
with the line of fire and the rear foot at about right angles.
Comfort level varies with each individual.

From 1868 until 1870 he was an assistant Deputy Marshall
under Wild Bill Hickock and from 1870 until 1876 was a
Deputy. During this period Jack Bridges also worked as a
Buffalo Hunter and was one of the first to begin the final
slaughter of the Southern Herd and by contract killed 1142
buffalo in a six-week period. It seems he was more of a meat
hunter, probably for the army, than a hide hunter.

Aiming and Pulling
No matter how expert the shooter, one never holds the rifle
perfectly still; there is always a swing or tremor. Try to pull
the first time the sights swing slowly into position that you
can pull cleanly. Don’t out hold your wind. In doing this you
will avoid wild shots and many times you will get off on
centre. A good score is not made by a large number of
perfect shots, but by the absence of poor ones. In aiming the
rifle, the palm rest arm should be along the side with the
elbow resting on the hip-bone if you are so built, if not then
along the side of the short ribs. The trigger arm should have
the elbow well up.

In 1871 he was again seriously injured in a shootout with a
long term adversary J E Ledford the leader of a horse
stealing ring and for which an arrest warrant for Murder
was issued but never pursued.
After 1876 he stood for but lost an election as Sheriff of Ellis
County Kansas and moved to Leavenworth where he worked
as a Railroad detective then a Mine detective until 1882
when he was offered the position of City Marshall in Dodge
City. He remained in that role until 1884 when the
legendary Bill Tilghman also a former Buffalo Hunter
replaced him.

Breathing
Breathe slowly and deeply, not fast as this quickens the
pulse affecting the aim. In addition, extensive holding of
ones breath robs the blood of oxygen also quickening the
pulse. Lift the rifle high and fill your lungs fully, as your aim
begins to settle, breathe fully out and in about half full. Hold
till you fire.

Jack suffered a stroke in 1906 and lived off charity until his
death in 1915. He is buried in an unmarked paupers grave in
Barstow Texas. ………………………………………………………….C/M

Rifle Weight
Contrary to popular belief for fine offhand shooting the rifle
must be muzzle heavy. This has little to do with the actual
weight of the rifle but more the disposition of the weight.
The centre of gravity should be well outside the palm rest. It
is necessary to hold a reasonable weight on the palm rest in
order that the swing of the rifle be slow and give one time to
pull.
There’s nothing like practice, note everything you do and
the results that you get. Find out just what works for you.
…………………………………………………………………………………….S/f
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